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Grand Ave. Bensenville, IL Every thing was easy to find price was great too! Toggle Navigation
Roesch Ford. Categories About Us. Select a Vehicle. Search Go. You can edit the name of your
vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try again. Select
Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your Cart. Continue
Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart. Home Ford Escape
Engine. Your Ford Escape is more than just the sum of its parts. It's the product of over years of
Ford Motor Company experience and innovation. Shop our entire inventory of parts for your
Ford Escape with just a few clicks. Our official Ford parts diagrams make it easy to quickly find
and order the exact parts you're looking for. And if you have any questions, our experienced
staff of Ford parts professionals is standing by to help. Select a Ford Escape Trim Level. Hybrid
Sport Utility. Our dealership sells only genuine Ford parts, direct from Ford. Trust our Ford
online parts department - our experienced staff of Ford parts professionals is standing by to
help. Roesch Ford. Address: W. Bensenville, IL Phone: Email: ryanbrown roeschford. Average
4. Easy website. Legal Policies Data Requests. Links My Information Testimonials. Data
Agreement While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber
survey of Ford Escape owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents
experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers,
rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Now I believe that the module
needs to be replaced again, due to erratic operation. Caused a warning light to come on. I put
on a new one myself in Oct , at my brothers house. No problem since. It was a big job". I took
the car to a dealer and had the problem fixed. I don't have details on what failed! Sometimes
turning off the car and restarting it could make the lights and warning go away. Other times that
tactic didn't work. I took it to my favorite local shop and they couldn't really find the flaw. It reset
but came back a few weeks later. I took it to the Ford Dealer that sold me the car for service,
they could not diagnose it. It reset and was fine for a few weeks. When it happened again I could
tell this time it was very unusual. The car felt as if one wheel was dragging. Then, it felt as if
someone was pushing down on one corner of the car when I was merely approaching a stop.
Then suddenly the car lifted again as if the person stopped pushing on that corner. After , miles
of almost daily driving you can tell when that;s not normal. I drove it to my favorite local shop,
stopped the car and felt all wheels. Sure enough the driver front wheel was hot. They diagnosed
a faulty ABS sensor, replaced it and it's been fine since. Both replaced. This appears to be
premature wear to me". Rust had damaged several bolts and a bearing that had to be recreated.
Upon inspection, I was told that the vehicle needed to be put on a diagnostics machine to find
the problem because of the hybrid regenerative braking system. We were told that only Ford
dealerships had the diagnostics machine and that the price of the machine and to fix the brakes
was going to be over dollars. Also needed rotors for the third time". The air conditioning didn't
work, we took it in to be repaired, they had to replace the compressor. It's 12 years old, not
really an unexpected problem, it's just a problem to solve. Lots of mile round trips. With some
vehicles, the clutch can be purchased separately. However for the Escape, the entire
compressor needs to be replaced. Luckily it had a 24 month warranty so it was replaced free of
charge by Precision Tune Auto Center. It no longer spins so car had to be towed to be fixed". I
had it replaced at a garage that included a 2 year warranty. After one year the replacement
compressor went bad and it was replaced for free under warranty. I have filled up the system
with Freon equivalent, now it works fine. Works fine now. Dealers are crooks". Streaks of water,
not condensation, on back window,". I've never had them investigated by a professional and
don't know what they are. I've looked around underneath myself, but don't see the cause. No
serious consequences, but annoying when you consider the cost of a brand new car. No dealer
has ever been able to fix them". TIghtened all the bolts and screws still squelks. If you wedge a
block of wood between the seat and console the obnoxious noise stops". The Ford dealership
said it's the shocks which donor seem spongy. My car sounds like Alvin and the Chipmunks
commute with me every day in a wheelbarrow. I've replaced many parts on the car since I
bought it in The Mercedes on the other hand, is a pure joy, insanely comfortable and quiet". WE
considered buying a new car, but were turned off by price and complexity. My husband took the
car to the dealer and said it wouldn't be worth fixing up. So my husband went to different

mechanic and he quoted a lot less. The independent garage did a great job and we are very
pleased. We expect to get another 50 K miles out of the car, but even if it lasts another 2 years,
we figure we got our money's worth. The garage seems to have done a good job so far and that
was 10 months ago". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Banged around in the well".
Both rear shocks needed to be replaced due to bolts rusted through. The tie rod bushing issue
started as knocking noise whenever I drove over uneven ground. Both issues were repaired the
week the shocks broke in I could feel it in the steering wheel when hitting a bump". PS the
survey does not cover this, but Ford does not honor its hybrid warranty completely. The vehicle
has been meticulously maintained at our local Ford dealership since it was new. It's developing
more suspension noise right now and I sure will require more work soon. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. It has continued to so
ever since. Will have to replace the hood to make it look decent". The rest will eventually rust
out the rear shock mounts. This probably is not universal to all Escapes of this year and body
style, so it leads me to think its a quality problem similar to what Toyota had with the Tacoma
years ago. Would be very costly to repair. Additionally, under body shows signs of considerable
rust. I had to grind off the rust and apply two coats of rust preventative paint". This was not
caused by external damage or compromised paint". Rusted completely through. Also rust on
front edge of sunroof. This car has been exposed to salt and snow but it has also been parked
in a garage and a parking garage at work". The brakelines are so rusted that they'll have to be
replaced but we'll get rid of the vehicle first. The entire exhaust system had to be replaced and
there wasn't anything to attach the new system too because the underbody had rusted away.
Basically all of our mechanical issues are due to the underbody rusting away. The bottom of the
doors didn't drain and rusted. The wheel wells and now the frame. I have Hondas, Caravans and
Nissans with that same milage with no rust. Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. I had to have it replaced. Aamco did a major rebuild for some
major money and it's worked fine ever since but their customer service was less than ideal". It
was VERY disappointing, as it had been well maintained and not driven hard. Transmission
place told me this model was prone to early failure". Car was junked". Needed a new one. Had
rebuilt transmission installed but don't know if it will last". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine
computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Less the 5 ounces in miles". I am
waiting until the leak gets really bad before replacing that. Other than that the car is running and
working fine". Leaks oil on to the exhaust manfold. Smells its annoying". But I hate the oil
puddles on my garage floor! Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless
entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V
power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Car stopped running while driving,
had to be towed". Had to yank front right wheel, front right axle, and many other parts to
access. It took an experienced mechanic 3 hours to change it and he wasn't exaggerating; I
watched. He called it the worst alternator replacement in all of America. Light has been on for
over 3 years". They are now looking at a slight occasional miss when car tries to gain some
power. Again they are not able to find out why". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I don't use the radio at all. However, the
display screen which shows me music details i. It's been this way for over 1 year". After about
more miles, the connection to the GPS was lost, so the nav system is useless". Dealer not able
to fix after multiple replacements. New parts no longer available". PTO for rear whells problem.
Leter reimbursed because it is a recalled issue. I attribute this to transmission because it
happens if I am using the gas engine or simply in full hybrid electric mode. It can last
sometimes to 30 mph and sometimes up to 50 mph. It's not consistent. My local favorite shop
owner believes it's the axles, and that may be. Right now it's not so bad that I want to replace
axles just to find out. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Have had all contacts checked but no solution". Being
replaced". Half the dashboard is black with no illumination. The dealership said it's a big job to
take the cash off to replace the bulb. My CD player hasn't worked since about and I can't see
paying to get that fixed either. It's my daily car and it's fine for bad weather or to use for yard
work. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Couldn't tell when windows
were rolled up, but obvious with driver's window down. Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. The vehicle would also be very difficult to shift out of "park. Fixed by
dealer. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. If we had
known that, we could have pulled over, aired out the engine, and resumed travel". Fortunately

this only occurred at very low speeds. Once the car had been turned off for a minute or so it
could be restarted and would continue operation. The repair was completely covered under teh
recall. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding
doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Usually one hinge at a time
will corrode to the point where it will crumble when you open the window only. This has
happened with the Escape and my sister's Explorer. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. After km, engine went,
now need to replace but have no money, have not finished paying off the purchase. Reactivate
now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in
error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Escape Change Vehicle. This Ford Escape is quieter
and more comfortable than the previous model we tested in IIHS crash-test results improved, as
well. The Escape is agile, but had less tire grip than the version we tested. Because of this it had
a relatively long braking distance and low maximum speed in our avoidance maneuver. Also,
compared with many competing models, the Escape had slow acceleration times and so-so fuel
economy. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common
Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse
Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission
Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. It no longer spins so car had to be towed to
be fixed" John G. Dealers are crooks" Mark S. Air or water leaks "Water leak over both front
seats during rain" Paul D. The Mercedes on the other hand, is a pure joy, insanely comfortable
and quiet" Elaine P. Ball joints "Expensive and repetitive" Victoria P. I could feel it in the
steering wheel when hitting a bump" Robert M. Aamco did a major rebuild for some major
money and it's worked fine ever since but their customer service was less than ideal" Scott R.
Transmission place told me this model was prone to early failure" Linda R. Car was junked"
Robert W. Had rebuilt transmission installed but don't know if it will last" Evelyn V. Oil leaks
"Very minor leak so far. Other than that the car is running and working fine" Roland R.
Alternator "Alternator failure, no warning light. Car stopped running while driving, had to be
towed" Valor P. Light has been on for over 3 years" John F. Again they are not able to find out
why" John F. CD player "CDs will not eject. Alarm or security system excluding aftermarket
systems "Alarm system is constantly going off for no reason" Jason R. Have had all contacts
checked but no solution" Harold M. Exhaust leaks "Hole in pipe under driver's seat. Overheating
"Overheating was the actual problem. If we had known that, we could have pulled over, aired
out the engine, and resumed travel" David C. Sunroof "Drain lines around sunroof became
clogged and caused water to soak carpet after heavy rain. Engine rebuild or replacement
"bought this vehicle, drove only km, had to replace alternator. See All Trouble Spots. Compare
Models. Similar Cars. Ford Escape. Honda CR-V. Honda Element. Mazda Tribute. Mercury
Mariner. Subaru Forester. Toyota FJ Cruiser. Toyota RAV4. This score shows whether the model
had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year, calculated from the
total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If the shift lever
disengages from the transmission, a driver may be unable to shift gear positions and the
indicated shift position may not represent the gear position the vehicle is in. Should a
disengagement occur while the vehicle is being driven, when the driver goes to stop and park
the vehicle, the gear selection indicator may show that the transmission is in the "PARK"
position, but the vehicle transmission may not actually be in the "PARK" gear position. If the
vehicle is not in the "PARK" position there is a risk the vehicle will roll away as the driver and
other occupants exit the vehicle or anytime thereafter. A vehicle rollaway increases the risk of
injury to exiting occupants and bystanders. Read Recall Details. The affected vehicles are
equipped with either a 2. These service repair part transmissions have a shift lever bolt that may
not be properly tightened. As a result, the shift control lever could disengage from the
transmission without warning. What should you do:. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will
inspect the transmissions and either tighten the manual shift lever bolt or replace the manual
shift lever assembly. These repairs will be performed free of charge. The recall began on
October 23, Owners may contact Ford customer service at Ford's number for this recall is 15S

Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Use of an incorrectly sized wheel
bearing can adversely affect the braking and steering of the vehicle, increasing the risk of a
crash. The Timken Company Timken is recalling certain aftermarket front wheel bearings, part
number , sold from January 22, , to May 21, , to be used as service parts on Ford Escape, Mazda
Tribute, and Mercury Mariner vehicles. The affected wheel bearings have incorrect dimensions
of a 42mm bore, 76mm outer dimension, and 39mm width, instead of a 42mm bore, 78mm outer
dimension and a 45mm width. Timken has begun notifying distributors who will offer
purchasers replacement wheel bearings, free of charge. The recall began on May 21, Owners
may contact Timken customer service at If the hybrid electronics system overheats, it may shut
down the powertrain, resulting in a stall-like condition, increasing the risk of a crash. Ford
Motor Company Ford is recalling certain model year Ford Escape hybrid electric vehicles
manufactured October 13, , to June 20, , and Mercury Mariner hybrid electric vehicles
manufactured June 10, , to June 20, The coolant pump for the hybrid system may fail resulting
in the hybrid electronics overheating. Ford will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and
replace the original Motor Electronics Coolant MEC Pump with an improved brushless pump,
free of charge. The recall is expected to begin on October 27, Ford's number for this recall is
14S Show More. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready
to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a
Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.
Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our
lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than
three repairs. To see how frequently Ford Escape problems occur, check out our car reliability
stats. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 24
repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs,
and repair trips that include maintenance. DTC B a special Ford code. Replaced blend door
actuator, a part of the traction battery cooling system. Has been OK for 2 weeks now. Fairly
common w early Escape hybrids. Replaced a second different cooling pump in the hybrid
system. The previous repair, the most common cause of such overheating, didn't fix the
problem. This one did. Emission system light came on. The Service Engine Soon light
continued to come on randomly approximately 3x weekly since this time. We had it looked at
when it was time for scheduled maintainence. Computer needed reset. Engine system coolant
pump replaced. Not under warranty. Service soon light coming on occasionally for a month with
increasing frequency. Light continued to come on 3x weekly after repair. Replaced engine
system coolant pump x2 and light still coming on. System reset as well. Found out that the door
to the hybrid battery in this system was not working properly. Had previously replaced pump
twice only to find out it was this door instead. Cleaned and reprogrammed the tool body. Fan to
hybrid battery quit working. The check engine light came on. Found out it's the blend door for
hybrid battery cooling. FORD should have a recall since so many Hybrids have this. Replaced
front right motor mount. Noise eliminated. Check engine light on scan PO, PO Test system cyl
no. Replace cylinder no. See TrueDelta's information for all Ford models. Service Soon beep
and warning light. Replaced the motor electronics cooling system MECS pump because it was
overheating. Replace thermostat, flush and refill cooling system, flush and refill hybrid cooling
system. Engine system coolant pump was replaced. Ongoing problem with check engine light.
Door to hybrid battery compartment replaced. Binding throttle. Exhaust valve was replaced at ,
miles. Previously, yellow wrench light came on and off. Noise from front end when first starting
from a stop. Check emissions system. Belt Tensioner seemed to make unusual noise for a long
time when running ac, until acceleration Dealer reported to a different customer on a thread that
I researched that it was a characteristic of this car, so it was let go for a long time. No photos of
the actual Front Windshield Wiper Motor are available. A Stock photo has been used as a
general representation. This is NOT a manufacturer part number, and can be disregarded. You
will only receive what is pictured unless otherwise stated in the description. Please do not
assume anything else will be included if it is not pictured. All of the parts we sell are guaranteed
to be in good working condition unless otherwise noted. We ONLY guarantee the part s will fit
the vehicle s listed in the description. If your vehicle was not originally equipped with the
EXACT part s listed, it is your responsibility to consult a dealer to see if it will fit your
application. Additional items may be needed if this is an upgrade or custom installation. Please
consult your local dealer for ALL other applications. We do our best to prevent these issues
from happening and apologize for any inconvenience it may cause. Boxes - Check the ebay
'Shipping and Payments' tab for more info. PayPal Only Credit Cards can be used through
PayPal NO credit cards, cash, or any form of checks will be accepted for example: certified,
personal, or company checks. Tax - U. Residents Applicable sales tax will be collected for all
orders where it is required by law. Tax - Canada Residents Part must be located in Canada Sales

tax will be charged when parts are sold to customers in Canada. Please check rates below. Due
to heavy sales volume and limited staff, we are only able to respond to questions related to
orders. Unfortunately, we do not have the resources to respond to fitment or other general
questions. Please read our listings to hopefully find the answers you are looking for. We hope
you and your family are safe and healthy. Vehicle Engine Size:. If you are driving a Ford
ESCAPE , or if you are planning to purchase one, then it is important that you review reported
Engine problems and defects. Total reports: Mileage was miles. Vehicle was not using Cruise
Control. June 15, Same Thing. This Is Ridiculous. Please Help. July 29, The Contact Owns A
ford escape. The Approximate Failure Mileage Was 52, The Vin Was Not Available. Sept 07, The
Vehicle Was Not Repaired. Mar 11, Mar 25, May 19, Traveling On Highway. Then The Engine
Cuts Out. This Happened 6 Times. July 02, The Failure Was Recurring. The Vehicle Was
Repaired. The Manufacturer Was Notified. The Approximate Failure Mileage Was 97, Aug 06,
Gas Pedal Does Not Move. Dec 09, The Failure Mileage Was , Jan 16, The Approximate Failure
Mileage Was 72, Dec 06, The Approximate Failure Mileage Was Feb 01, Was Driving At 40mph.
July 16, Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Ford Problems. Search Here:. More Info. Popular Pages
Home. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy. For more information go to Manufactured from top
quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild,
repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory
part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts th Designed with
premium components and engineering upgrades, Motorcraft's new OE replacement power
window regulators are produced and evaluated to exceptional standards to ensure enduring
quality, maxi Their perfect-fit design, plug-and-play installation and We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Window Regulator
part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Escape Window Regulator. Showing 1 - 15 of 25
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RB
Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 25 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. VDO
has revolutionized and dominated the automotive after Feb 09, Ok, Worked as Expected. It fit ok
and worked fine. Only problem was my car had cap screws mounting the unit and the new part
had studs. I had to search for three nuts that fit. I never throw away and screw, nuts or bolts. I
had nuts that fit, just took me a while to find them. Robert Bean. Purchased on Jan 29, Jan 22,
Fit perfectly and the delivery was great. John Hynes. Purchased on Jan 10, Sep 24, Michael
Valigosky. Purchased on Aug 12, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Replace a
Window Regulator Replacing a window regulator was once a relatively easy task. What are the
Parts of a Car Door? Car door parts can be divided into two main categories: the interior parts
and the exterior parts. Car Door Exterior. Thankfully, there is a temporary solution that
sometimes works. Quick Fixes for a Stuck Power Window. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. For more information go to We've Made a Site Update.
Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every
Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Wiper Motor part.
Returns Policy. Shop Ford Escape Wiper Motor. Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RF Part Number: A Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 10 of 10 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Manufactured from
top quality components, this is you
wiring diagram for 7 way trailer
49l engine
ford 8n carburetor diagram
r best option and inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an
OE replacement product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most
affordable brand name for replacement parts th Replacement Front Wiper Motor. Dec 03, Good
replacement for Ford F Showed up timely and works. Can't ask for more. Shawn Huffman.
Purchased on Nov 17, Replacement Rear Wiper Motor. May 29, Exact match cheap price and
fast shopping. Came with all the misc. Gregory Reisimer. Purchased on May 07, Apr 23, So far,
so good. That was very fast delivery! John John. Purchased on Apr 06, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. How to Replace a Windshield Wiper Motor A faulty wiper motor is just
one potential cause of inoperative wipers. Circuit problems and mechanical issues can also
prevent the wipers from working. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights
Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility
Statement.

